FM
▼ FM
1. Select “Entertainment” on the home screen.

2. Select “FM” on the Source List screen.
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3. The playback screen is displayed.

Rotate the
for FM.
When the

to display the last list displayed from the Favorites list or Station List
is displayed, press the

to display the menu.

FM radio menu

Menu
Source List

Favorites

-EA-18I_Edition3

Explanation
Displays the Source List screen. The audio source can be switched.
Displays the Favorites list for the FM radio.
The radio station list registered to your Favorites is displayed where you can select the ra‐
dio station you want to listen to.
If you have no registered Favorites, an empty list is displayed.
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Menu

Explanation

Station List

The radio station list is displayed where you can select the radio station you want to listen
to.
The genre of the radio station displayed in the list can be selected and the list can be updat‐
ed depending on the region and specifications.
(If Option is available and the genre can be selected)
A list can be displayed by narrowing down to genres such as News or Rock M.
(If Option is available and “Update List” can be selected)
The list picks up the 10 stations with the strongest radio waves and they are displayed.
When Update List is selected, the Station List can be updated at an arbitrary timing.

Tuner Controls

Displays the control screen (icon) on the playback screen.
For details on the operation method for each icon, refer to How to Use the Control Screen
(icon).

Manual Tuning
Radio Text

FM Settings*

Audio Settings

Rotate the displayed frequency dial to select the radio station you want to listen to.
If there is textual information during a radio broadcast, it is displayed.
Sets the FM radio.
(With HD Radio)
You can enable/disable the “HD Radio Tuner” or the “Live Event Mode”.
When the Live Event Mode is enabled and a real-time broadcast such as a sports event is
being broadcast, it is switched forcibly to an analog broadcast. If you have an HD radio
broadcast that you always want to receive, disable the Live Event Mode setting.
However, depending on the reception conditions, the audio may jump or repeat.
(With Radio Data System (RDS)
You can enable/disable the “Traffic Announcement Settings”, “Alternative Frequency Set‐
tings”, or “Region Lock Settings”.
Adjusts the sound quality.

How to Use the Control Screen (icon)

Rotate the

to select the icon you want to operate.

Menu

Explanation
Receivable stations can be searched.
Receivable stations are tuned from low to high frequency every 5 seconds. If you find a
station you want to listen to, select it again to set the radio frequency.

*Some models.
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Menu

Explanation
Starts automatic radio station selection. Radio frequencies are switched 1 step at a time
and when a receivable radio station is found, the search stops automatically.
If you select the icon again during the automatic radio station selection, the automatic ra‐
dio station selection is canceled.
In addition, automatic radio station selection will not stop even if a station is found while
the icon is being pressed and held, and you can continue to switch through the radio sta‐
tion frequencies.

HD Radio*
Listening to HD Radio™ Technology
icon turns on by selecting a radio station which is an HD Radio broadcasting
If
station, the analog broadcast is switched to an HD Radio broadcast automatically after a few
seconds and then received.
If the HD Radio broadcast is stopped and changed to an analog broadcast, uncheck the “HD
Radio Tuner” in the “FM Settings”, to turn the HD radio off.
Multicast channel selection
If multi-cast channels are available for an HD Radio broadcast currently being received, the
multi-cast channel list is displayed.
Select the desired radio station.

*Some models.
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Entertainment

Entertainment

Radio Data System (RDS)*
Traffic Announcement (TA)
When “Traffic Announcement Settings” is enabled by the FM Settings, traffic information
can be received.
When traffic information is received, you can switch to the Traffic Announcement (TA)
screen even if an audio source*1 other than FM is selected.
When playback of the Traffic Announcement (TA) ends, the screen switches to the previous
screen automatically, but if you want to stop the playback midstream, select “TA Off” or
“Cancel” displayed on the screen.
TA Off： Disable Traffic Announcement Settings and return to the previous screen.
Cancel： Leave Traffic Announcement Settings enabled as is and return to the previous
screen.
*1 FM stations that cannot receive Traffic Announcement (TA) or RDS Traffic
Announcement (TA) cannot be received while DAB radio is playing.
Alarm
When emergency information is received, it switches to the Alarm screen automatically
even if an audio source*1 other than FM is selected.
When the Alarm playback ends, it returns to the previous screen automatically. If you want
to stop the playback midstream, select “Cancel” displayed on the screen.
*1 RDS Alarm cannot be received while AM radio or DAB radio is playing.
Alternative frequency (AF)
AF functions on FM stations. Enable “Alternative Frequency Settings” by the FM Settings.
If the radio reception of the current station weakens, the system switches to an alternative
station automatically.
Region Lock
Region Lock functions on FM stations. Enable “Region Lock Settings” by the FM Settings.
When traveling to another country, the setting automatically switches to a program the same
as the program being listened to, or to a related program.

*Some models.
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AM
▼ AM
1. Select “Entertainment” on the home screen.

2. Select “AM” on the Source List screen.
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3. The playback screen is displayed.

Rotate the
for the AM.
When the

to display the last list displayed from the Favorites list or Station List
is displayed, press the

to display the menu.

AM radio menu

Menu
Source List

Favorites

Station List

Explanation
Displays the Source List screen. The audio source can be switched.
Displays the Favorites list of the AM radio.
The radio station list registered to your Favorites is displayed where you can select the
radio station you want to listen to.
If you have no registered Favorites, an empty list is displayed.
The radio station list is displayed where you can select the radio station you want to listen
to.
The list can be updated depending on the region and specifications.
(If Option is available and “Update List” can be selected)
The list picks up the 10 stations with the strongest radio waves and they are displayed.
When Update List is selected, the Station List can be updated at an arbitrary timing.
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Menu

Explanation

Tuner Controls

Displays the control screen (icon) on the playback screen.
For details on the operation method for each icon, refer to How to Use the Control Screen
(icon).

Manual Tuning

AM Settings*

Audio Settings

Rotate the displayed frequency dial to select the radio station you want to listen to.
Sets the AM radio.
You can enable/disable the “HD Radio Tuner” or the “Live Event Mode”.
When the Live Event Mode is enabled and a real-time broadcast such as a sports event is
being broadcast, it is switched forcibly to an analog broadcast. If you have an HD radio
broadcast that you always want to receive, disable the Live Event Mode setting.
However, depending on the reception conditions, the audio may jump or repeat.
Adjusts the sound quality.

How to Use the Control Screen (icon)

Rotate the

to select the icon you want to operate.

Menu

Explanation
Receivable stations can be searched.
Receivable stations are tuned from low to high frequency every 5 seconds. If you find a
station you want to listen to, select it again to set the radio frequency.
Starts automatic radio station selection. Radio frequencies are switched 1 step at a time
and when a receivable radio station is found, the search stops automatically.
If you select the icon again during the automatic radio station selection, the automatic ra‐
dio station selection is canceled.
In addition, automatic radio station selection will not stop even if a station is found while
the icon is being pressed and held, and you can continue to switch through the radio sta‐
tion frequencies.

*Some models.
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HD Radio*
Listening to HD Radio™ Technology
icon turns on by selecting a radio station which is an HD Radio broadcasting
If
station, the analog broadcast is switched to an HD Radio broadcast automatically after a few
seconds and then received.
If the HD Radio broadcast is stopped and changed to an analog broadcast, uncheck the “HD
Radio Tuner” in the “AM Settings”, to turn the HD radio off.

*Some models.
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